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Aspects of Yuzuke: 
Focusing on Ceremony of the Imperial Court
NITADORI Yuichi
This paper focuses on a food called ?Yuzuke?, and examines it to solve a part 
of Japanese culture in the ancient and medieval period. ?Yuzuke? was a basic and 
universal food that was eaten by people in various situations of their lives, from 
banquets to sickbeds. And ?Yuzuke? was a necessary tool in a ceremony of the 
Imperial Court called ?Shoden Haiga? to welcome newcomers.
The ?Yuzuke? ceremony was held to connect ?Kurodo?, the secretary of the 
Emperor, and children of ?Sekkan?, the deputy of the Emperor who occupied an 
important position in the Imperial Court, at the time when they joined the noble 
society, by eating together. ?Yuzuke? worked as a medium to join them.
A newcomer and a ?Kurodo?, who almost matched in court rank, ate ?Yuzuke? 
facing each other, and the relation between them was called ?Taiyo?. It is thought 
that the first example of the ?Yuzuke? ceremony performed not only by ?Kurodo? 
but also by children of ?Sekkan?, Fujiwara no Tadamichi, the son of Fujiwara no 
Tadazane.
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